Kissinger would force Arabs if ...  

By Storm Kauffmann

No lie, ace, this is truly last column, at least of the half dozen or so you have endured through some 55 of these columns. Kissinger, however, is still around, and as he smirks that sneering little smile that you are supposed to read my ... well, I guess you had to be there.

Anyway, my rationale for inquiring my opinions on MIT in nearly every issue of The Tech was to attempt to standardize our editorial page — to make it a readily identifiable salient of the paper (call the better to avoid it). I think I succeeded: use of a fixed layout with my column in the 2nd and the 4th was Peters cartoony in the fall. Unfortunately, the necessity to produce a column sometimes led me to a lot of reruns with little content (the witty written — a sort of "write out your window"").

But there were number, a quite a few I may and will say, very good columns above. Kissinger might wonder if that's why The Tech off diagagreed with me about the United Nations and its compliant being lack of relevancy or "Where do you think I get my ideas?" He also made same point about some of their contributors (the CIAT).

Generically, I intended more as a series of essays, which are defined by W. F. O'Conner as "critical literary composition ... dealing with its subject from a limited, often personal, point of view." The Tech (Teckle?) many times agreed that I was not "abroad" in nearly every issue of my convertible, that I was not "abroad" in nearly every issue of my (two) readers did not realize that it was also personal.

As for the rest of the page, Jack Anderson, Jack Anderson, Jack Anderson, Jack Anderson, Jack Anderson! (read it aloud to truly understand)

Washing...